
 

 

 

 

REMOTE VIEWING TARGET 
6547 - 4444 

 



THE REPORT 

 

 

TARGET CUE: 

6547 – 4444 

Describe clearly and accurately what the children of Ariel School near Ruwa, 
Zimbabwe witnessed at the school yard during recess on the morning of 
16th September 1994. 

 

Ariel School in Zimbabwe Close Encounter -  
http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc1453.htm 

http://www.arielphenomenon.com/ 

https://youtu.be/_pKC11SDnog 

https://youtu.be/rAy14teaQ3c 

Emily Turner (EYEWITNESS) 

https://youtu.be/jaLvp-BkqAo 

https://youtu.be/322cRdF9SlQ
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Photo of the Ariel school from the Air 

 

THE EVENT 
 

On 14th September, 1994, a UFO streaked across the sky over Southern 
Africa. Two days later, something landed in a schoolyard in Ruwa, Zimbabwe, 
with three or four 'things' beside it. This was witnessed by 62 schoolchildren, 
who had little or no exposure to TV or popular press accounts of UFOs. The 
children were interviewed the day after the encounter: 
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On Friday 16th September, at approximately 10:15am local time, 62 children 
from Ariel School, a private primary school in Ruwa (about 20 km from 
Harare) were in their playing field for the mid-morning break. Suddenly, they 
saw three silver balls in the sky over the school. These disappeared with a 
flash of light and then reappeared elsewhere. This happened three times and 
then they started to move down towards the school with one of them landing 
(or hovering) over a section of rough ground made up of trees, thorn bushes, 
and some brown-grey cut grass with bamboo shoots sticking up out of the 
ground. The children are not allowed in this area although it is adjacent to 
their playing field and is not fenced off, because of snakes, spiders and 
perhaps other harmful creatures. One can soon disappear from view while 
walking here, and there is only one very rough track used by tractors in an 
attempt to clear this area. 

There is a line of electricity pylons and according to one boy, the object 
followed along this line prior to landing. There is also some controversy as to 
whether the object _landed_ on the ground or hovered above it. On Tuesday, 
20th September, I went out to the school with a BBC reporter and their 
television equipment, as well as my son and Gunter Hofer, a young man who 
builds his own electrical equipment, viz, a Geiger counter, a metal detector 
and a magnetometer, to try and see if the object left any traces behind. 

The headmaster of the school is Mr. Colin Mackie, who was most co-
operative, and although he had never been involved with UFOs or a believer 
in them, said that he believed the children had seen what they said they saw. 

I was able to interview about 10 or 12 older children and this was recorded 
for BBC television. 
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One eyewitness, Barry D., said he had seen three objects flying over, with 
flashing red lights. They disappeared, and reappeared almost immediately, 
but somewhere else. This happened about three times. Then they came and 
landed near some gum trees; Barry said the main one (object) was about the 
size of his thumb nail held at arm's length. The reports were similar although 
some children were more observant than others. The consensus of opinion 
was that an object came down in the area where they indicated, about 100 
metres from where they were at the edge of the school playing field. Then a 
small man (approx 1 metre in height) appeared on top of the object. He 
walked a little way across the rough ground, became aware of the children 
and disappeared. He, or someone very like him, then reappeared at the back 
of the object. The object took off very rapidly and disappeared. The little man 
was dressed in a tight-fitting black suit which was 'shiny' according to one 
observant girl (11 years of age). He had a long scrawny neck and huge eyes 
like rugby balls. He had a pale face with long black hair coming below his 
shoulders. 

 

I had suggested to Mr. Mackie prior to visiting the school and before the 
children had been interviewed, that he let the children draw what they had 
seen and he now has about 30-40 drawings, some of which are very explicit 
and clear, although some are rather vague. The children's' ages vary from 5/6 
to 12 years. I have 22 photocopies of the clearer drawings as Mr. Mackie 
kindly allowed me to page through the pictures and choose those I wanted. 
Most of the descriptions are similar but some of the craft are very obviously 
'flying saucers', and I wonder how many of these children have had access to 
the media. Others are crude but more or less in this saucer shape. 
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The children vary in cultures: there are black, white, coloured and Asian 
children. One little girl said to me, 'I swear by every hair on my head and the 
whole Bible that I am telling the truth.' I could see the pleasure on her face 
when I told her that I believed her. The smaller children from 5-7 years were 
very frightened at the time and ran shouting 'Help me, help me.' When the 
older children asked why they were saying this, the reply was, 'He is coming 
to eat us.' I should think this applied more to the black African children who 
have legends of _tokoloshies_ eating children. 

 

Their teachers were in a meeting and did not come out. When I queried the 
headmaster about this he said the children always shouted and yelled during 
their playtime and no-one thought there was anything unusual going on. The 
only other adult available at the time was one of the mothers who was 
running the tuckshop. When the children came to call her, she did not believe 
them and would not come out: she was not prepared to leave the tuckshop 
with all the food and money. Gunter and the men thoroughly examined the 
ground around where the children had seen the object, but could get no 
reaction on the Geiger counter or any other equipment. If the object was 
hovering perhaps nothing would show. 

I walked, on my own, along the electricity pylons for quite away, caught up in 
thorn bushes, trampling blithely over snake holes and discarding all caution. 
I found no place where some object could have landed and pressed down the 
foliage. In fact, I should think the bamboo stumps would have been a 
deterrent. The day was hot, around 33 C (91F)... 

Dr John Mack was visiting Zimbabwe at the time of the event, and he spent 
two days at Ariel School with the children. He also spoke to the Headmaster, 
Colin Mackie, the teachers and some of the parents. John and his fellow 
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researcher, Dominique Callimanopulos, were able to get through to the 
parents and teachers and convince them that even if they did not believe the 
children, it was counter-productive to accuse them of lying. Listen and think 
about what they were saying, he advised. His particular interest in child 
psychiatry was also of great use during the questioning and many former 
hidden memories came to light, something John is sure to make public when 
he has had a chance to reassess his interviewing. - UFO AFRINEWS 1994 - 
Cynthia Hind 

"I got the feeling he was interested in all of us. ... He looked sad and 
without love...In space there is no love and down here there is." 

John Mack and I were at the Ariel School, a small elementary school outside 
Harare, the capital of Zimbabwe, listening to Elsa (not her real name) 
describe her encounter last September 16 [1994] with an "alien" being. In all, 
sixty children, ages six through twelve, reported seeing one large and several 
smaller spaceships land - hover, really - over the scrubby bushland adjoining 
their playground. 

The twelve children we interviewed over the course of two days all described 
the same event with a steady consistency of detail. In addition to the 
spaceships, the children had seen two "strange beings," one sitting on one of 
the spaceships and the other running back and forth in the grass, "bouncing 
as if he were on the moon, but not quite so much." 

The beings were described as black with long heads, "eyes as big as rugby 
balls," with thin arms and legs. The event took place during the children's 
morning recess while teachers were in a staff meeting. Many of the younger 
children were very scared and cried. "At first I thought it was a gardener," one 
fourth-grader told us. "Then I realized it was an alien." 
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The event lasted about fifteen minutes, the children said, before the 
spaceships faded from view. But even in their state of fear, many of the 
children reported also being curious and fascinated by the strange beings 
they saw, whose eyes in particular commanded an intense attention. Elsa told 
us that she thought the beings wanted to tell us something about our future, 
about how "the world is going to end, maybe because we don't look after our 
planet or the air." She said she felt horrible inside when she got home that 
day. "Like all the trees will go down and there will be no air. People will be 
dying. Those thoughts came from the man - the man's eyes." 

Isabelle, a composed and articulate ten-year-old, echoed Elsa's feelings. "He 
was just staring. He was scary. We were trying not to look at him 'cause he 
was scary. My eyes and feelings went with him." What came through her 
"conscience" as she looked at the being was, "We are doing harm to the 
Earth." 

The Ariel School sighting is one of the most significant in recent UFO history. 
It is the first time such a large group of people have reported witnessing the 
simultaneous appearance of spaceships and alien beings. After receiving a 
call in September from a BBC reporter telling us that a flight of strange 
objects and ships had glided across Zimbabwean skies for two nights prior to 
September 16 culminating in the dramatic sighting at the Ariel School, we 
decided to investigate firsthand.  

- Dominique Callimanopulos 
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Ariel School Playground – Eye witnesses revisit the scene 
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THE VIEWERS AND THE PROTOCOLS                   

ELIZABETH RUSE 
 2 sessions 

ELISA LAGANA 
2 sessions and complete audio files 

RONAN TODD 
1 session 

DAZ SMITH 
1 session  

ANNIE X (PSEUDONYM) 
1 session (Short) 

 

RV PROTOCOL 
All viewers worked alone and solo blind. No information about the target was 
shared with the viewers until after all the data was collected, analyzed and 
available feedback provided. 

RETASKING 
Where needed, some retasking was required and limited to only information 
the viewers had provided. In these instances, viewers were encouraged to 
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elaborate further on certain aspects of their data (minimum) which formed 
the basis of their 2nd sessions (Elizabeth and Elisa) 
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The Data 

From the start, all the viewers seem to have picked up something out of place 
with what one would expect from a simple run of the mill, typical school yard 
out in the open. 

REMOTE VIEWER - ELIZABETH RUSE 
 

Viewer describes a Round, metallic object, with a long thin cylindrical 
hose and a spindle shape structure 
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Liz goes on to describe a Black or Gray Vehicle in good condition. The Vehicle 
is stationary, smooth shinny surface and curved panels. She also describes a 
building or room, sparse with two men in side. (It’s not clear if viewer is 
describing a physical room or the Vehicle) 

Viewer then goes on to describe metallic round object from above, very 
glossy walls, dark colour and sketches a lifeform standing next to this object. 

 

 

 

Viewer states this was an incident with questions still left unanswered as to 
what occurred. Viewer deducts a “senate enquiry” 

Viewer was then asked to do another sessions and summarize her data into a 
report. NO QUESTIONS WHERE ASKED other than to probe her data for as 
much information as possible till she was satisfied she had enough data to 
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submit. 
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Her second session was interesting. Viewer mentioned SECRECY with 
regards to the target. Passengers alighting, coming and going, unfamiliar 
surroundings, papers needed, (foreign traveler?) escorts given, tourism, 
safety first, benevolent and isolated. 

Once again she describes and expands on ‘Transport’ (very specific) 
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Viewer’s session concludes with a stream of data and high level concepts 
which include: SENSATIONAL, RECOVERY EFFORT, PERSONNEL, 
FOREBODING, TRAPPED, ISOLATED, MYSTERY, HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE, CO-
JOINED (?) ENQUIRY, TABLOID SENSATION, INTERFERANCE, BROADSIDED, 
A FARCE, MISUNDERSTOOD, TABOO, RIGHTEOUSNESS, MISTAKES WERE 
MADE, BARBARISM (visitors message as perceived by the children with 
regards to environmental issues?) PENSIVE – AWAITING OUTCOME and 
finally TRUE KNOWLEDGE. 

 

REMOTE VIEWER – RONAN TODD 
Method CRV  

No formal summary report was presented along with his raw data so it was a 
bit difficult trying to piece together the numerous data bits that were 
presented however it was very clear the user was picking up on high level 
data concepts which one would not attribute to a mere school ground 
activity. Viewer even deducts an AOL of “Escape to witch Mountain” a 
reference to a classic Hollywood movie about UFOs and aliens. Other 
interesting data bits include Hybridization, electronics, high pitched 
carrier frequency waves or signals, waving, pinging back and forth, Tuning 
and frequency,  

NOTE: witnesses described a very distinct high pitched whistle type sound 
prior to seeing the craft in the school yard – Tasker notes* 
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A bright power source, benevolent, smooth “glossy” structure, 
engineered structure. The viewer towards the end expands on what he 
describes as an ‘elder’, teacher/ Healer who appears to be in a rage (?) If we 
recall one of the children claimed the ‘beings’ expressed sadness with 
regards to how humans were treating the planet - 

"I got the feeling he was interested in all of us. ... He looked sad and without 
love...In space there is no love and down here there is” – Eye witness statement.* 

Todd as with Liz, describes a high degree of advanced technology one would 
not expect during a playground recess which in itself is very interesting. 

 

REMOTE VIEWER - ELISA LAGANA 
 

This was by far the most interesting of all the sessions submitted and as with 
Todd and Elisa, we get inundated with data that does not conform to normal 
activities or descriptions of a school playground during recess. 

As with Liz, Elisa describes a circular object which she is drawn to straight 
away. 
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The viewer describes an object that is SPARKING, OLD, BLACK AND 
SHIMMERING WITH SMOOTH PARTS, STRUCTURE FEELS VERY OLD AND 
HEAVY, and MOVEMENT 

The colour black features prominently in her initial data 

“THE BLACK REMINDS ME OF NIGHT” BLACK SATIN MATERIAL, VERY 
FLUID, METALIC BLACK, ALMOST LIKE AN ELECTRICAL OR VIBRATIONAL 
FEEL TO IT, SOMETHING SHIMMERING OFF IT 

*In a subsequent retasking Elisa elaborates further on the Colour Black  

“IT’S A VERY DARK, LIKE NIGHT – I ALMOST CANNOT SEE IT, VERY 
HARD, VERY SMOOTH, KIND OF SCARY,  REALLY SCARY, FEEL LIKE I 
DON’T WANT TO TOUCH IT. 

Note: Eye witnesses reported they were very scared when they saw the beings 
and looked into their eyes, some also described beings dressed in black walking 
on top and around the nearby craft - Taskers Notes* 
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The viewer goes on to describe “TWINKLING LIGHTS” 

 

 

“INTERMITENT TWINKLING”, “INTERMITENT SPARKLE”, “IT’S 
BEAUTIFUL”, “DON’T TWINKLE IN UNISON” 

Elisa’s perceptions of the target soon shift to a structure within a 
“CONATAINED SPACE” 

The viewer begins to describe strange symbols within this space and a 
LIFEFORM which she describes as MALE. 

The symbols are indentations along what the viewer describes as RED 
WALLS.  

NOTE: purely speculation on my part but the eye witnesses reported that one of 
the craft was flashing RED lights – Tasker notes* 
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The symbols are a LANGUAGE according to the viewer 

 

 

RETASKING – VIEWER WAS ASKED TO PROBE HER 
TWINKLING LIGHTS AND THE STRANGE LANGUAGE. 
“I SEE GREY AND BLACK – ALMOST SMOKEY BLACK 

METALIC METAL STRUCTURE 

I RISE UP, UP, UP IN THE AIR 

HIGH FREQUENCY, HIGH VIBRATION 

* NOTE - RONAN TODD’S DATA DESCRIBES SOMETHING SIMILAR. 

FIBBRILLATION, ERATIC ELECTRICAL SENSATIONS 

*LAYERS, CIRCULAR, WRAP AROUND, RIPPLE EFFECT, REALLY HIGH 
INTENSITY,  
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NOTE: This LAYERED effect was also picked up by another viewer as we shall 
see later on in the report – Taskers note* 
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Viewer describes and sketches intermittent twinkling lights along the 
side of the circular object as described by some of the eye witnesses – 
see sketch below by one of the original witnesses –  
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Actual eye-witness sketch  
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DECODING THE LANGUAGE 
Elisa provided additional data with regards to the unknown language she 
described with help from a MALE energy or lifeform associated with the 
target. 

 THE UNIDENTIFIED MALE LINKED WITH THIS LANGUAGE IS FROM 
THE FUTURE 

 THE LANGUAGE IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR COMPONENTS 
1. TACTICAL COMPONENT 
2. VISUAL COMPONENT 
3. TELEPATHIC COMPONENT 
4. THERE IS A WAY TO RE-ARRANGE IT 

ELISA EXPANDS ON (4) THROUGH THE MALE ENERGY ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE TARGET – 

“REGARDING 4. I FEEL HE IS SPEAKING ABOUT BEING INSIDE A SPACE 
CRAFT. RE-ARRANGING SYMBOLS TO PERFORM TASKS, BUT ALSO TO 
COMMUNICATE. TO UNDERSTAND THE LANGUAGE YOU MUST BEGIN AT 
THE BASICS. CURRENTLY YOU HAVE NO GUIDE TO DECODE/DECIPHER 
TRANSMISSIONS. BEGIN AT THE DOT (.) 

Finally Elisa describes the unidentified lifeform as not an alien as we 
know it, but someone from the “future” out in space (?) 
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REMOTE VIEWER - DAZ SMITH 
 

Daz straight away deducts a “Passenger” associated with the target, a Male 
enclosed inside a structure. The structure feels semi-transparent and is 
throwing off light. 

Daz deducts a sense of energy and light linked with the object which he 
describes as being in a “state of constant motion” 

At stage1 page 2, the viewer the viewer writes: 

 “TIME DISTORTION/DIMENSIONAL” 

AOL “TIME MACHINE” 

The viewer goes on: “This feels much engineered – It feels ‘scientific’ when 
I look upon the target energy it looks like this: 
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Like a rotating sun-nova, a ring of fire and fiery tendril of energy, whites, 
yellows, RED, a glowing ball of energy. A solidity that melts away into 
something else. 

“FOLDS, LAYERS OF SPACE/TIME  

AOL – TARDIS” 

NOTE: As with Elisa, Daz also describes a strange “LAYERED” effect or 
feature to the target. “Fanned layers” 

Daz sketches the following image: 
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Daz continues –  

“I FEEL THAT I AM WATCHING SOMETHING I CANNOT FULLY 
COMPREHEND. THIS FEELS LIKE IT COULD BE A STRUCTURE THAT 
CONTAINS LIFE BUT THEN IT SEEMS TO FOLD AND CHANGE SHAPE INTO 
SOMETHING ELSE, ITS WHOLE SHAPE/MASS/DENSITY/FORM CHANGES. 

“THIS FEELS LIKE AN OBJECT BUILT TO FOLD SPACE + TIME” LIKE IT 
GENERATES IT’S ON WORMHOLE OR SPACE OR TIME OR SOMETHING” 

Daz describes a lifeform present observing this object from a distance 

 

 

“THIS FEELS LIKE AN OBSERVED EVENT – PAST EVENT OF IMPORTANCE” 

“THE ENERGY TRANSFORMS THE STRUCTURE AND EVERYTHING LOCAL – 
IT CAN FOLD TIME/SPACE AND DIMENSIONS” 

“THEY DON’T MOVE TIME – TIME/SPACE/DIMENSIONS MOVE THEM 

“I HAVE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE THIS BEFORE IT FEELS WAY MORE 
ADVANCED THAN ANYTHING I HAVE PREVIOUSLY RV’D” 
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ANNIE X 
 

 

Annie (not her real name) also describes lifeforms linked with a structure.  

Like Elizabeth, she describes activity linked to a structure and pipes 
connected to an unknown mechanical structure. 

The viewer also deducts visual colours RED, dark bluish brown/green white 
and yellow. 

Energetic properties noted at the target include MOVEMENT, TRAVELING, 
DISCHANGE AND INJECTION OF ENERGY 

The lifeforms are male and she describes one of them as looking unhealthy. 

The lifeforms are completely focused on their task and objective which Annie 
deducts as being linked to the ENVIROMENT. 

Annie described the lifeforms “DETEREMINED, DESPERATE TO RETURN 
SAFELY, AMERICAN, HIGHLY EDUCATED, NAÏVE, 

“A MOVING STRUCTURE HAS LONG STRANDED THIN SECTIONS 
DOWNWARDS CONNECTED TO LIVE ORGANICS BELOW (?) A LOW 
CYCLINDER DISCHARGES AND INJECTS ENERGY AS IT’S HAULED ALONG 
FROM ABOVE GUIDED BY A PERSON BELOW” 
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“THE PERSON IS A BUSY TECHNICIAN OUT OF HIS DEPTH. MUCH JEOPADY 
HERE FOR HIM, SO HE FEELS PANIC, RUSHING, DO TASK OR DIE ATTITUDE.  
TUBES FROM A VEHICLE FROM A PERILOUS EXPERIMENT.” 

“ONE ACTIVE LARGER PERSON MANIPULATES THE MACHINE AT THE LOW 
END OF THE TUBES NEAR TWO OTHERS. THE THREE PERSONS ARE 
FAMILY/TEAM FULL OF LOVE AND CONCERN.”  

“THE VEHICLE ABOVE IS CLEAN, SHINNY, ULTRA MODERN, 
INCORPORATING (?) MACHINE OR FIXING OR OVERTURNING A 
PROBLEM” 

Annie goes on further: 

“THE PURPOSE OF THE TASK IS TO STABLILISE THE ENVIROMENT IN 
PEPARATION FOR AN UPCOMING EVENT/DATE. THE SIMPLIFIED NEW 
APPROACH COULD BE INVENTED TOO LATE OR JUST IN TIME” 

“THE EVENT MUST HAPPEN WITHIN 2 MONTHS OR CAN NEVER HAPPEN 
AS IS HOPED BY THOSE PREPARING.” 

“THE MOST SIGNIFICANT PERSON IS A MALE, SLIGHTLY, PALE, FAIR, AND 
UNHEALTHY. HE IS PUMPED WITH ADRENALIN, HAULING- ATTACHED 
TO A MACHINE COMPLETELY DETERMINED TO RETURN TO SAFETY 
WITHIN VEHICLE ABOVE” 
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Annie X sketch of activity at target site 

 

NOTE: Annie’s sketch is quite remarkable given some of the descriptions 
given by the eyewitnesses to the Ariel School event. Also note the circular 
port holes around the vehicle and the dark figures sketched in Black 
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I find it interesting two out of the five viewers describe activity linked to 
cables or pipes with relation to vehicle or unknown transport at the target 
location. – Taskers Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

As always with regards to targets that do not have adequate feedback we 
have to err on the side of caution with regards to what the viewers are 
describing in a school playground. As incredible as this all sounds, some of 
the data must remain speculative. Even Liz highlighted the word FARCE and 
MISUNDERSTOOD (although this may be a byproduct of how those present at 
the target see US rather than our own interpretation of the events in 
question). Either way, it’s clear we do not have all the facts for us to make any 
firm conclusions. 

Having said that, I do find it highly unusual for all five viewers to describe 
technologies present at the known target site that should NOT be present 
under normal circumstances. All five viewers describe something unusual 
and technical while one viewer describes and mentions “space craft” with a 
being from space and the future. 
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At least two of the viewers who provided the longest sessions mentioned the 
concept of TIME TRAVEL and TIME MACHINES while one viewer focuses 
heavily on the ENVIROMENT as the primary objective at the target site 
linked with unknown lifeforms engaged in perilous activities 

I find it interesting the beings described by the witnesses were dressed in 
black, also the twinkling lights Elisa describes  alongside the craft and Liz’s 
“broadside” view of an object she describes as some form of transport. 

All the viewers described transport in their data. 

In closing, one can only marvel at the many similarities within the viewer’s 
data and the implications of what the data is trying to tell us despite our best 
efforts to remain neural and only try and describe what should have been a 
typical playground recess event but clearly leaves more questions than 
answers. 

After reviewing all the sessions, I’m inclined to believe something 
extraordinary did indeed happen that day and the data corroborates what 
the children recalled to some degree. Whether it was aliens or time travelers 
from our future we cannot say but one thing is for certain, something totally 
unexpected and highly bizarre appears to have been described by all the 
viewers in this project. 

I hope the eye witnesses will one day get closure as to what they actually 
encountered and who knows, maybe we are the aliens we’ve been looking for 
all along.  

Time will tell. 

 

Tunde Atunrase 
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18/04/2017 

I would like to thank Liz, Todd, Daz, Annie X and Elisa for 
submitting sessions and shedding some light on one of the biggest 
UFO cases of our time. 

 

 

Original drawings by the Ariel School witnesses 
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Project 6547-4444 
 

Describe clearly and accurately what the children of Ariel School near Ruwa,  
Zimbabwe witnessed at the school yard during recess on the morning of  

16th September 1994. 

6547 - 4444 

 

The Remote viewer sessions in full. 

 

ELIZABETH RUSE 
2 sessions 

 
ELISA LAGANA 

2 sessions and complete audio files 

 
RONAN TODD 

1 session 

 
DAZ SMITH 

1 session 

 
ANNIE X (PSEUDONYM) 

1 session (Short) 
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